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Daisy Chow
. Graduate of the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology and post-graduate of the Open

University of Hong Kong MBA programme.
. I have been the International Sales and Marketing Manager of an export manufacturing company in

Hong Kong. And I am nCY'N the Chief Operation Officer of Intimex Business Solutions Co., Ltd. (Intimex).

I was born in Hong Kong and study in Hong Kong. I feel obligated to participate in the electron of Board of
Director this year as I hope to grasp this chance to do something for Hong Kong.
I have three objectives wanted to achieve:
1. For .hk clients - fight for better rights and benefits!
2. For service providers from the same Industry - explore more business opportunitiesl
3. For HKIRC - break higher sales and performance record!

As one of Hong Kong people and the representative of a Hong Kong Enterprise, I always regard
promoting .hk Hong Kong domain name as obligated. I started to express my opinions in improving the
service quality to HKIRC (formally called HKDNR) pro-actively far prior to the commencement of the
partnership programme. And I pro-actively applied for my company to join the partnership programme of
HKIRC as one of the first members of HKIRC. With resped to the join promotion campaigns organized by
HKIRC, Intimex is one of the very few that totally participated and fully supports in ALL of them. Being a
close business partner with daily connections with HKIRC, we found that our suggestions become even
1oser to the practical needs of the market. In order to strengthen the promotion of .hk Hong Kong domain

-11ame, I have designed many different website service and internet marketing packages to bundle the .hk
Hong Kong domain name. It is proven that our promotion did help in further developing the prevalence of .hk
Hong Kong domain name locally.

The followings are my main aspirations:
(1). Share Experience of Customer Service Excellence
In this keenly competitive market, I believe that being capable to provide ever-upgrading quality service is
one of the most significant sustainable core competences. I was delighted that my belief and the effort of the
whole company has been recognized and approbated by the Hong Kong Association of Customer Service
Excellence and received the Silver Award in the SME corporate session ~). In this event, I was glad to
have a valuable chance to share the best practices of the large corporate in service excellence and hope
that I can share this detail experience with HKIRC.
(2). Increase the prevalence In local market
Besides, I have also spent more than 10 years in researching how e-cornmerce can help Hong Kong Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to enhance their competitiveness. from strengthening promotion to
improving efficiency. I am glad to lead the company to provide e-commerce and internet marketing solutions
services to more than 1,500 local companies. There are many successful cases and some of them were
)ven reported by the press. I was also delighted to be invited by the Trade and Industry Department, some

~Universities and Associations of Hong Kong to be the Speaker of different e-commerce seminars ~).
I hope that I cannot only share my implementation results, but also help HKIRC know more about the needs
of the Hong Kong SMEs. In penetrating the Hong Kong SMEs' market, I am confident to inaease the
prevalence in the local market by innovation ways. New slogan such as "Proud to be a Hong Kong
enterprise, proud to use .hk" can be an example. And leveraging the competence of different partners by
different joint promotion scheme can be another.
(3). Develop International marketing strategy
The experience of being international sales and marketing manager gave me a chance to get to know
customers from more than 150 countries. I hope this experience can help HKIRC to develop effective
international marketing strategy. I would also suggest to help World famous brand to localize by taking .hk
Hong Kong domain name. And my experience in cooperating with other foreign registration company can
also help HKIRC establish effective benchmarking for continuous improvement.
(4). Build network and establish strategic partnership
With resped to my dose cooperation with some famous search engines, I can help HKIRC to explore more
synergy and mutual benefits with different search engines.

For more details about my aspirations. you are welcome to visit www.e-marketina.hk or you can readl me at
62891789 or email at daisv@intimex.com. Hope .hk domain name can be regarded as essential by every
Hong Kong related enterprises and HKIRC reaches a new vertex!


